
CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Future Work

real: (2b3) existing as a physical entity and having properties that deviate from an ideal,
law, or standard.

— Merrian–Webster English Dictionary

There are sadistic scientists who hurry to hunt down errors instead of establishing the
truth.

— Marie Curie (1867–1934)

This dissertation proposed and evaluated a new approach for generating realistic traffic in networking

experiments. Our construction relied on several components to form a coherent solution to this problem:

1. The a-b-t model of source-level behavior, which provides a generic but detailed way of describing

source-level behavior that is applicable to any Internet application.

2. An efficient measurement method for accurately translating the packet header trace of any arbi-

trary TCP connection into its a-b-t connection vector, even in the presence of packet reordering

and retransmission.

3. The source-level trace replay method for generating traffic in a closed-loop manner, which provides

a way of introducing fully reproducible synthetic traffic in networking experiments.

4. The ability to directly compare original traffic and its source-level replay, after incorporating

network parameters also derived from packet header analysis. Such a comparison enables us to

assess the realism of the synthetic traffic.

5. A method for resampling a-b-t connection vectors that supports both the introduction of controlled

variability in the generated traffic and the predictable scaling of the offered load.

The rest of this chapter discusses these components1, highlighting some concrete contributions and open

1Also known as the five pillars of Abtism. [sic]



questions, which could be the subject of future work. Our focus is on the larger scheme of things, so we

refer the reader to the summaries of each chapter for additional findings and possible refinement of our

methodology.

8.1 Empirical Modeling of Traffic Mixes

The main problem solved by our approach is generating closed-loop traffic consistent with the behav-

ior of the entire set of applications in modern traffic mixes. Unlike earlier approaches, which described

individual applications in terms of the specific semantics of each application, we proposed to describe the

source behavior driving each connection in a generic manner using the a-b-t model. This is consistent

with the view of traffic from TCP, which does not concern itself with application semantics, but only

with sending and receiving Application Data Units (ADUs) as demanded by the applications. The a-b-t

model provides an intuitive but detailed way of describing source behavior. It also satisfies a crucial

property: given a packet header trace collected from an arbitrary Internet link, we can algorithmically

infer the source-level behavior driving each connection, and cast it into the notation of the a-b-t model.

Section 3.3 described our inference algorithm, whose asymptotic cost is is O(sW ), where s is the

number of segments in a connection and W is the maximum size of the TCP receiver window (in

segments). The foundation of the analysis is the logical data order that can be established between

segments of the same connection. This order corresponds to the application-layer order of the data

carried in each segment. From this order, we can accurately identify individual ADUs without any timing

analysis. Furthermore, the handling of retransmission and reordering becomes very generic, eliminating

the need to handle the many possible cases one by one. Our validation using traffic from synthetic

applications with known source behavior demonstrated the robustness of our analysis to segment loss

and reordering, and to the way in which endpoints use sockets (i.e., using different sizes and timings of

I/O operations).

Overall, our algorithmic approach enables us to model traffic in an automated manner in a question

of hours. This addresses a major difficulty with earlier efforts targeted at individual applications, which

required months to be completed and were hardly ever updated. One future direction is develop an

online implementation of the algorithm, which would enable us to model traffic mixes in real time. The

O(sW ) cost of our analysis makes this online processing feasible. Efficient memory management is the

main challenge, since each connection would require separate state during its lifetime. It seems possible
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to restrict this per-connection state to the current ADU in each direction, which is much more efficient

than keeping track of entire connection vectors. Real-time modeling has several benefits. First, the set

of a-b-t connection vectors is between tens and hundreds of times smaller than packet header traces

from which it derives. This would enable researchers to study traffic at the source-level for much longer

periods that it is possible nowadays. Second, real-time modeling can remain active indefinitely, which

makes it possible to observe unusual but important phenomena, such as flash crowds, BGP failures, etc.

To satisfy storage constraints, uninteresting traffic can be periodically thrown away.

In our study, we identified a fundamental dichotomy between applications that exchange ADUs in a

sequential manner and those that do it concurrently. Sequential communication follows an alternating

sequence of ADUs sent in opposite directions, where ADUs from one endpoint usually play the role of

requests and ADUs from the opposite endpoint play the role of responses. One important property of

this pattern is that each ADU exchange must necessarily take one round-trip time. As a consequence,

the duration of sequential connections often has little to do with the amount of transferred data, being

dominated by the number of request/response pairs. For this reason, sequential connections usually

show far lower throughputs than one would expect from their total number of bytes. SMTP provides a

good example of this phenomenon, since most SMTP connections carry little data but take rather long

to complete. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, this is mostly due the substantial number of control ADUs

required by this protocol.

Concurrent communication supports the sending of ADUs from both endpoints at the same time.

This is the natural model both for applications without requests and responses, and for applications that

are able to pipeline their requests and responses. Pipelining eliminates the need to spend one full round-

trip time to complete each request/response exchange, which can substantially increase throughput.

The analysis of our collection of traces revealed that the number of connections that exhibit concurrent

data exchanges is small (0.9-3.6%), but that they account for a far larger fraction of the total bytes in

the traces (12.1-31.9%). This is consistent with the observation that concurrency can increase overall

throughput, so application protocol designers are more compelled to use concurrency in applications that

exchange large amounts of data. BitTorrent is a prominent example of data concurrency, where we can

observe simultaneously natural concurrency (both endpoints send and received requests and file pieces),

and pipelining (multiple requests and file pieces can be outstanding at any point in time). Figure 3.9

showed one example of this behavior.

Our measurement algorithm can determine whether a connection exhibits sequential or concurrent
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data exchanging by examining only the sequence and acknowledgment numbers in the segments of a

connection, without analyzing of segment arrival times. The basis of our technique is again the logical

data order among TCP segments, which is a total order for sequential connections, and a partial order

for concurrent ones. The inequalities presented in Section 3.3.2 formalized this idea, providing a method

for identifying data exchange concurrency without false positives.

8.2 Refining and Extending our Modeling

Our methodology strongly relies on non-parametric modeling . Parametric models are far more com-

pact and can often provide deeper insights than non-parametric ones. However, their use has little to

do with the quality of synthetic traffic. A non-parametric model can result in traffic as realistic or more

than a parametric model, without the risk of oversimplification. In any case, our a-b-t connection vectors

offer a good foundation for building a parametric model of Internet traffic mixes. Our analysis of the

relationship between ADU sizes and numbers of epochs in Section 3.5.1 uncovered substantial complex-

ity and a striking lack of consistency among the different links considered in our study. Techniques like

Hidden Markov Modeling could perhaps provide the right approach.

Our own related work explored the possibility of attacking this complex modeling problem by decom-

posing traffic mixes in to a set of fundamental pattern of communication [HCNSJ05]. The idea was to

use statistical clustering to find applications that behave in a similar manner, i.e., that follow the same

“communication pattern”, and to separately model each of the identified traffic clusters. For example,

interactive applications such as telnet and SSH are very different from file-sharing applications such as

Kazaa or Gnutella, so it seems much easier to develop separate models for “interactive applications” and

“file-sharing applications” than a single model to encompass both of them. In our exploratory study,

we followed a two step process to find traffic clusters. First, we computed a vector of features for each

connection, which included statistics such as the median size of the ADUs in the connection, a measure

of the directionality of the data exchanges, and the correlation between the sizes of a-type and b-type

ADUs. Feature vectors provide a way to compare connections, even if their a-b-t connection vectors have

very different forms, and use a distance metric to quantify the similarity between the source behaviors

in two connections. Second, we used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to construct a taxonomy of

traffic classes based on the similarity among connections. The results of our analysis demonstrated that

some clear and intuitive traffic clusters emerged when this procedure was applied to sets of connection

vectors derived from real traces. We believe this type of approach can simplify the modeling of traffic
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mixes. Furthermore, it can also provide a more flexible way of resampling traces, where the fraction of

connection vectors from each of the traffic clusters can be changed at will (e.g., increasing of decreasing

the fraction of file-sharing-like traffic).

There are other open questions in the modeling of Internet traffic mixes, and their solution is com-

plicated by the need to devise better measurement methods. We can cite the following examples:

• Our modeling of concurrent connections employs two separate connection vectors, one for each

direction, eliminating any dependencies among ADUs flowing in opposite direction. This de-

pendencies are certainly present in some cases, at least when concurrency is used to implement

pipelining. A refined version of the a-b-t model where the causality between ADUs is specified

using an acyclic graph could capture this type of structure. The analysis of sequence and acknowl-

edgment numbers can provide a starting point for understanding ADU dependencies. However,

such an approach would result in a substantial number of spurious dependencies that were not

really part of the application behavior.

• The a-b-t model has no mechanism to specify dependencies between ADUs in different connections.

While more complex forms of the model are possible, there is again great difficulty in determining

when these dependencies exists. By analyzing ADU arrival times for the same endpoint, we could

hypothesize a dependency. We could further strengthen such an analysis by requiring several

instances of the same dependency pattern, i.e., only accepting a timing dependency when several

pairs of connections with “similar” ADU sizes and number of epochs are observed.

• A important problem that has received very limited attention in the source-level modeling literature

is the possibility of changes in user behavior as a function of network conditions. Such possibility

would break the assumption of network independence in source-level models. Our work in this

area [PHCM+06] revealed phenomenal difficulties in measuring such dependencies. Even a simple

question such as whether users with higher access bandwidths tended to download larger objects

was statistically problematic. Our results showed that this trend does not appear to be present

in the UNC trace. While substantial differences exists in the access bandwidth of different UNC

endpoints (e.g., between wireless and wired end hosts), the number of endpoints with severely

limited bandwidth is very small (e.g., few endpoints were behind a modem).

These three problems are unlikely to have straightforward solutions. We also believe that their impact

on the quality of synthetic traffic is small, or even insignificant, in empirical studies focusing on large
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traffic aggregates.

A final question is how to combine source-level modeling and unwanted traffic modeling. Our analysis

in Section 4.2.1 showed the need to carefully separate connections with regular data exchanges, for which

the a-b-t model is applicable, and other types of connections (i.e., failed connection establishments

attempts, port and network scans, etc.). While our filtering for regular connections removed only a

tiny fraction of the bytes in the traces, the number of individual connections was very large, which may

be detrimental for certain studies. In addition, we did not consider how to generate malicious traffic.

Our literature review discussed some relevant efforts on this topic. However, they tend to be open-loop.

Since malicious traffic can have dramatic effect on the network conditions, understanding its impact on

source behavior seems critical. We know of no study that considered this question.

8.3 Assessing Realism in Synthetic Traffic

The result of our packet header processing is a collection of a-b-t connection vectors, which can then be

replayed in software simulators and testbed experiments to drive network stacks. Such a replay generates

synthetic traffic that fully preserves the feedback loop between the TCP endpoints and the state of the

network, which is essential in experiments where network congestion can occur. By construction, this

type of traffic generation is fully reproducible, providing a solid foundation for networking experiments

where two or more network mechanisms must be compared under similar conditions.

Our experimental work demonstrated the high quality of the generated traffic, by directly comparing

traces from real Internet links and their source-level trace replay. This comparison is both a rigorous

way of validating the a-b-t model and its measurement methods, and a challenging exercise where each

connection vector must be replayed in a TCP connection whose original network conditions are preserved

in the experiments. If these network conditions were not preserved, it would be very difficult to determine

whether differences between an original trace and its source-level trace replay are due to shortcomings of

the a-b-t model or to a lack of realistic network parameters. For this reason, we devote substantial effort

to the accurate measurement, purely from packet header traces, of three important network parameters:

round-trip times, maximum receiver window sizes, and loss rates. These three parameters have a major

impact on the throughput that a TCP connection can achieve. In addition, the testbed experiments

in our evaluation of the approach carefully reproduce these parameters, using an extended version of

dummynet to efficiently simulate per-connection round-trip times and loss rates.
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It is important to note that the inclusion of open-loop loss rates in some of our experiments is only

a means to achieve a more fair validation of the a-b-t model. A substantial loss rate has a dramatic

effect on the characteristics of a connection, so comparing such a connection in the original trace and

in a replay without a simulated loss rate tells us very little about the accuracy of the source-level

characterization. In general, we always conduct source-level trace replay experiments both with and

without simulated loss rate, and compare their results. This type of analysis allowed us to conclude that

source-level behavior had a more substantial impact on our traces than losses, but that neither of them

can be ignored when trying to understand the characteristics of network traffic. One interesting finding

from our experimental work is that simplistic source-level models substantially exacerbate the impact of

losses, which may substantially change the conclusions from certain empirical studies.

Our results demonstrated that source-level trace replay can closely approximate the characteristics

of real traffic traces. By comparing synthetic traffic with and without detailed source-level structure,

we showed that more complete source-level modeling makes synthetic traffic closer or far closer to real

Internet traffic. In particular, the largest difference was observed for the time series of packet throughput,

the body of the packet throughput marginal and the time series of active connections. Other metrics did

not show consistent improvement when detailed source-level modeling is used. However, in these cases,

it is often difficult to determine whether the difference between real and synthetic traffic comes from

the shortcomings of the source-level model or from the lack of certain network-level parameters. This is

the main difficulty with our approach: while providing the most stringent way of evaluating synthetic

traffic, it also requires to deconstruct the factors that shape traffic very carefully. While some factors are

well understood and can be measured accurately, others are not. In this regard, our work complements

current efforts to further understand traffic, provides a way to verifying new theories using an elaborate

experimental approach.

One important future direction for our work is to expand the set of metrics used to evaluate the quality

of synthetic traffic. At a low level, the distribution of packet sizes provides a good avenue to understand

the effect of source behavior on packetization. At a higher level, the distribution of connection goodputs

is a particularly good (and demanding) metric to study how closely the modeling (of sources and network

parameters) reproduces TCP performance. We could study goodput either by looking at the distribution

of connection goodputs directly, or by comparing each replayed connection with its original version and

computing relative errors of some sort. Another important high-level metric is response time, which can

be easily defined as the duration of epoch for sequential connections. Many studies rely on response

time to examine the performance of network mechanism, so it is desirable to validate its experimental
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reproduction. However, there are several difficulties with this metric. It requires to identify request and

response pairs, which are not necessarily the pair formed by ADUs ai and bi. The server side initiates

the connection in some protocols, while other protocols do not have clearly-defined roles as client and

server for their endpoint. It is very difficult to distinguish among these situations purely from packet

header analysis. Also, there is no simple definition of response time for concurrent connections. As an

alternative, we can use connection duration as a metric, which is always well-defined, but it has far lower

resolution.

8.4 Incorporating Additional Network-Level Parameter

While our methods to measure and simulate network parameters appear sufficiently accurate in our

experimental evaluation, there are several directions in which this part of the work can be refined. Path

round-trip times are not fixed for each connection, but follow a distribution of delays. It seems possible

to refine our measurement to incorporate this fact, at least to some extent, into our approach, although

the lack of samples for most connections greatly complicates this problem. It is also unclear whether

this refinement would have any significant impact on the generated traffic. Improving the measurement

and simulation of losses could have a more substantial effect. Figure 4.18 already revealed some level of

inaccuracy, and our experimentation revealed the need to take into account pure acknowledgment losses

and not just data segment losses. More importantly, the assumption of independent losses and their

simulation using random dropping seems unrealistic, which explains some of the differences between

original and synthetic traffic.

There are other network parameters that could be taken into account. In general, we believe that only

two of them would have a significant impact on the quality of synthetic traffic: maximum segment sizes

and path capacity. Maximum segment sizes are straightforward to measure, and their incorporation into

the experiments would improve the realism of packetization in the generated traffic. Its implementation

in a network testbed experiments requires some careful handling of resources, since maximum segment

sizes are often a machine-wide constant. The impact of this refinement is not expected to be dramatic,

given that most connections are known to use the same maximum segments size (the one derived from

Ethernet’s MTU, which we employed in our experiments).

Path capacity presents a much more difficult measurement problem, both when defined as bottleneck

capacity and as available bandwidth. Recent work by Huang and Dovrolis [JD04] provides a useful
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foundation. While it is only applicable with confidence to connections with large amounts of data, “bulk

connections”, this is precisely the type of connection whose throughput could be dominated by capacity

limits. Throughput in connections with small amounts of data is mostly a function of round-trip time.

As discussed in Section 3.3, most connections are in this case. However, bulk connections are responsible

for a large fraction of the bytes, so their accurate replay is important. We also believe that combining

our ADU analysis with the Huang and Dovrolis approach can provide less noisy samples, improving the

accuracy of the method. In the case of capacity, the implementation in the experiment is not difficult

by making use of dummynet ’s per-connection capacity.

Besides these concrete specific network parameters, we believe that a better understanding of the

impact of traffic shapers and end host bandwidth quotas can help to explain some of the differences

between source-level trace replay experiments and original traffic. This seems specially relevant for

UNC, where the impact of losses appeared rather different from the ones in other sites. We hypothesized

that the presence of a major data and software repository known to use bandwidth constraints was

behind our finding. Another important factor in traffic characteristics is the growing impact of wireless

networks. Our large-scale measurement effort in this area [HCP05], showed an insignificant increase of

end-to-end losses in this environment (thanks to link-layer retransmission) but substantial increases in

the magnitude and variability of round-trip times.

8.5 Flexible Traffic Generation

The final problem that we considered in this work was how to introduce controlled variability in net-

work experiments, i.e., how to derive from a trace of connection vectors a new trace that still “resembles”

the original one. Our solution involves resampling entire connection vectors, fully preserving observed

source-level behavior, and assigning them new start times. We gave two methods for this assignment:

sampling from an exponential distributions, which results in Poisson connection arrivals, and sampling

blocks of connections, which preserves the long-range dependence in the connection arrival process that

we encountered in our traces. The first method, Poisson Resampling, is analytically appealing, and sup-

ported by empirical data, since the marginal distribution of connection inter-arrival is consistent with

an exponential distributions. Block Resampling provides a non-parametric alternative, which is more

realistic with regards to the dependency structure of the connection arrival process. This structure did

not show any effect on packet and byte arrivals, but it seems important for mechanisms that require

per-connection state.
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We also showed that our resampling methods can be carefully directed to produce a new trace of

connection vectors whose offered traffic load matches an arbitrary target very closely. Such trace scaling

is a common requirement in suites of experiments that must expose a network mechanism to a range of

traffic loads. The key to our solution is to count the total amount of data in the resamplings, which was

shown to be strongly correlated to offered load. On the contrary, our results clearly showed that the

number of connections is only weakly correlated to offered load, and cannot be used for accurate scaling

of resamplings. While this result is an intuitive consequence of the heavy-tailness in the amount of data

carried by connections, the issue has been poorly understood in earlier models, where the parameters

that can be controlled to tune offered load were associated with the number of connections. This is

for example the case for the number of user equivalents in web traffic models. The traffic load offered

by this type of “connection-driven” models can never match a target offered load as accurately as our

“byte-driven” resamplings of connection vector traces.

Our work on trace resampling can be extended in several directions. First, there is some need to

refine our handling of the packetization overhead, which would result in even more accurate load scaling.

Second, our methods only manipulate one trace at a time. Being able to combine multiple traces

would provide an even more flexible framework. While it seems straightforward to extend our methods

to support this operation, demonstrating the validity of the results appears difficult. It represents a

departure from measured traffic into a hypothetical traffic that may or may not be realistic, and it can

introduce non-stationarities. Third, developing a broader model of network traffic, either parametric or

non-parametric, could provide a better way to guide the resampling process. In this direction, a better

understanding of the main patterns of source-level behavior would provide more flexible way of creating

hypothetical scenarios. Our work on traffic clusters described above is a step in this direction, since

combining clusters support the exploration of a wide range of traffic generation scenarios. The possibility

of succinctly describing the range of patterns in a cluster, e.g., file-sharing applications with symmetric

bulk transfers and concurrency, is specially useful for exploring future scenarios where applications that

only represent a small fraction of the traffic become increasingly important.
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